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“It is the view of the ministry 
that  a theoretical knowledge 
will be sufficient to get you 
through your examinations, 
which after all is what 
school is all about.”
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Mathematics is full of stories!
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17 Wallpaper Groups



mathigon.org/go/wallpaper
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Polyhedra
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5 Platonic Solids
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mathigon.org/origami
MATHIGON ORIGAMI

DRAGONS
���

This model requires one quadratic sheet of paper.

Crease horizontally and 
vertically along centre.

Flip over and fold along 
both diagonals.

Put two opposite corners 
on top of each other, to 
create a smaller square.

Fold the bottom edges 
towards the centre.

Repeat previous step 
on opposite side.

Fold top triangle down. Unfold the previous 
three steps.

Fold the bottom 
corner upwards.

Repeat previous step 
on opposite side.

Fold top two edges 
towards the centre.

Repeat previous step 
on opposite side.

‘Close’ the front two sides 
and repeat on the back.

Rotate by 180° and 
fold the !rst wing.

Fold top edges towards 
centre as shown.

Repeat previous two steps 
to create the second wing.

Fold up the neck 
of the dragon.

Fold neck twice in opposite 
directions for the head.

Fold the tail upwards. Add additional creases 
to both wings.

This is the !nal 
Origami Dragon.

more on mathigon.org/origami/
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MATHIGON ORIGAMI

RHOMBICOSIDODECAHEDRON

14 Faces 
(Triangles and Squares)

24 Edges
12 Vertices

more on mathigon.org/origami/
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MATHIGON ORIGAMI

5 INTERLOCKING TETRAHEDRA
����

This model consists of the interlocking frames of !ve tetrahedra. It is one of the most dif!-
cult models on Mathigon.org, but also the most impressive.

Every tetrahedron is made out of six strips of paper with dimensions in the ratio 1:3. These 
can be created by cutting a square into three parts. We recommend that you use different 
colours for every tetrahedron, which means you need two squares in each of !ve colours.

Once you have created all 5 " 6 = 30 strips, they each need to be folded as follows:

�

�

Fold along centre, 
then unfold.

Fold both edges towards 
centre, don’t open.

Fold both edges towards 
centre again, unfold.

Fold bottom corner onto 
line in centre of top half.

Repeat for top corner. Unfold. Fold bottom corner inwards. Fold top corner as shown.

Rotate unit and repeat steps 3 to 8 at opposite end. Fold entire unit along its centre.

Each of these 30 units will form the edge of one tetrahedron. At every vertex, three units link together:

Now start connecting all units colour by colour, to form the !ve interlocking tetrahedra.

Connect all 6 units in 
any one colour to make 

the !rst tetrahedron.

For the second and third tetrahedra, !rst create one corner  
(‘tripod’) and interlink it with the existing shape. Then lock 
it in place using the remaining three edges of that colour.

Add the fourth and 
!fth Tetrahedra in 

a similar way.
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more on mathigon.org/origami/
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Modular Origami



Fractals





visnos.com/demos/fractal



1.49830707… ≈ 1.5



Rhythm



imaginary.github.io/web-hexachord/
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Resources



parallel.org.uk



plus.maths.org



imaginary.org



www.mathscareers.org.uk



numberphile.com



mathigon.org



Thanks for listening!

philipp@mathigon.org 

@MathigonOrg


